
One Click 1391 

Chapter 1391: Two thousand and twenty rules 

"One step to the Seven Great Emperor?" 

Su Lang frowned slightly, "It's a bit lower than expected." 

You know, he has practiced eight great emperor-level exercises and condensed 30 avenues. This only 

adds two or three small realms, which is indeed a bit low. 

but. 

Su Lang soon figured it out. 

Because his basic cultivation realm is only at the Quasi-Great Emperor level after all, and is still in the 

category of Emperor Wu. 

The cultivation methods of the Great Emperor and the Wu Emperor are different. It can be said that 

they are two levels of creatures. 

It is very, very incredible to build a "mansion" close to the "Seven Great Emperors" on the foundation of 

Emperor Wu! 

All in all, the cultivation realm has begun to limit the growth of Su Lang's combat power! 

"Then, the next step is to condense the avenues as soon as possible, promote to the emperor rank, and 

unlock the shackles that limit combat power!" 

"Presumably when the shackles are released, the exercises I have practiced will also bring a greater 

increase in combat power!" 

Su Lang made up his mind in his heart and kept looking forward to it. 

Immediately after. 

He took out a lot of exercises from the storage space! 

These exercises were obtained in many battles during the recent period. 

They come from the Gouchen Chamber of Commerce, the Remnant Star, Dongzhen Star, Jijun Star, Dark 

Sky Star, Zhetian and Hongtian Continent. 

These exercises are relatively new to Su Lang who came out of Canglan Star. 

There are indeed a large number of exercises corresponding to the remote rules that Su Lang has not yet 

understood. 

"The power of the Great Dao is the foundation of Emperor Wu and the foundation of the Great 

Emperor." 

"The power of rules is the foundation of the power of the great power, and it should not be 

underestimated." 
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Su Lang murmured, selecting all the exercises and piled them into a pile. 

He doesn't care what level these exercises are, anyway, one-click martial arts is too abnormal, as long as 

it is not at the emperor level, the practice can be completed instantly! 

quickly. 

Su Lang selected a total of 1,238 exercises, from the holy level to the emperor level. 

Immediately after. 

It's just practice exercises! 

With a thought, Su Lang randomly selected eight exercises and threw them on the Wushu villain. 

"Ding! "Zhenxin Qingxia True Axis" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding!......" 

"..." 

The system prompt came in an instant. 

Su Lang's expression remained unchanged, and he continued to randomly select eight exercises to 

practice. 

next moment. 

These eight exercises have been practiced again. 

time flies. 

In a short period of time, more than 1,000 exercises were divided into one hundred and fifty-five times, 

and all the exercises were completed! 

"Add the rules learned earlier." 

"The power of the rules I have at this time has reached 2020!" 

"Although most of them are derived from the useless rules, but this number alone is exciting!" 

Su Lang grinned, and then decided to do more exercises next time, comprehending 3,600 points at 

once! 

Although three thousand six hundred is an imaginary number, it does not represent the true amount of 

the power of rules, but it is also very close to completion! 

And it's not that you can't add it in the future. When you encounter an unfamiliar rule that you haven't 

understood, you can understand it! 

"I don't know what my universe of life will become after I have mastered all the rules of the Boundless 

Universe." 

"Perhaps, it will become another very complete ‘Boundless Universe’? Oh no, ten!?" 



Su Lang's eyes lit up, "Then am I becoming a true master of the universe?" 

Soon he had another question: "The universe of life was created by Emperor Wu, so who created the 

endless universe? 

Wouldn't you live in the belly of a certain boss? " 

This is an unsolvable question. 

Su Lang didn't want to embarrass himself, so he quickly threw it aside. 

Immediately after. 

He picked some more exercises before him. 

These exercises are all non-synthetic emperor-level exercises and can be used to synthesize the 

emperor-level exercises. 

There are a total of 390 exercises, mainly from the three worlds of Dark Sky, Zhetian, and Hongtian. 

"Can be combined thirty-nine times." 

"Perhaps...perhaps you can get a technique that corresponds to the time rule?" 

Su Lang raised his hand and scratched his head, he really didn't have much confidence. 

But anyway. 

The successful method is to drop! 

Chapter 1392: Another eight great emperor level exercises 

"System, combine these ten exercises into higher-level exercises!" 

Su Lang selected ten spiritual exercises and issued instructions to the system. 

"Ding! After the synthesis is completed, you will obtain the Great Emperor-level Cultivation Technique 

"Ming Gong Zuo Hua Lu"! 

Su Lang picked it up and took a look. Hey, this first exercise is really awesome! 

"Ming Gong Zao Hua Lu" is a spiritual great emperor-level exercise method, its function is to create a 

spiritual world called "Ming Gong" with spiritual power. 

This spiritual world can accommodate souls and maintain their survival and development! 

In other words, the Palace of Life can become a world where creatures continue to survive after death! 

Although Xianghuo Avenue can achieve the same effect, the principles of the two are different. 

Souls that depend on the incense aspiration power, such as those female harem groups of Ye Chen, will 

definitely be eroded by the incense aspiration power. 

The souls that rely on the Palace of Life to survive need only to be attached to Su Lang's spiritual world 

and rely on Su Lang's spiritual power to survive and develop. 
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As for Su Lang, once the Palace of Life is condensed and the soul is stored, more useful and interesting 

operations can be performed later! 

"This exercise is the same as the pupil of ten thousand worlds, it is also a sustainable development 

method." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded, and decided to include this exercise in the next exercise. 

Immediately after. 

He once again picked out ten emperor level exercises and synthesized them. 

But this time the combined technique was very common, so Su Lang glanced at it and temporarily put it 

aside. 

time flies. 

Soon, the synthesis of the exercises was over, and Su Lang obtained a total of 39 emperor-level 

exercises! 

In addition, nine great emperor-level exercises obtained from Wu Boruo, Li Qijue, and Ye Chen. 

Su Lang already has a total of forty-eight great emperor-level exercises! 

A total of forty-eight great emperor-level exercises, any one of them is a priceless treasure, which can 

cause countless people to loot and set off a monstrous **** storm. 

But for Su Lang, these exercises have to be divided into different levels, depending on whether they are 

suitable or not, and you have to pick and choose to find the ones you like. 

In addition, Su Lang's most anticipated time rule exercises still did not appear. 

"It still didn't show up!" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes, "I'm afraid I really have to wait for the Supreme Emperor before it is possible to 

synthesize the time rule exercises." 

Fortunately, although there is no exercise method corresponding to the time rule. 

But there has been a great emperor-level exercise that specializes in the road of soul fusion, called "Hua 

Dao Great Emperor Jing"! 

This is a very orthodox method of soul-space fusion, and it is a method that is urgently needed by fellow 

practitioners Su Lang on the two paths of "soul-space" and "soul-body"! 

"I can't bear it!" 

Su Lang nodded in satisfaction, and immediately began to choose the exercises he would practice. 

After careful consideration. 

Su Lang selected a total of eight great emperor-level exercises. 



They are "Ming Gong Zao Hua Lu", "Hua Dao Great Emperor Jing", "No Shackles", "Drinking Stars Sea", 

"Independent Human World", "Molding Soul Record of Casting Body", and "Sword Breaking Nine 

Extremes". 

Among them, "Melting Soul Record" is the most orthodox soul-body fusion great emperor-level 

cultivation technique, and it is also the type of exercise necessary for Su Lang to cultivate soul-body 

fusion. 

In addition, "No Shackles", "Drinking Stars Sea", and "Independent World" are all explosive secret 

techniques. 

The three exercises came from Wu Boruo and Ye Chen respectively. The two had already performed 

them in the previous battle, and the effect was very impressive. 

Originally, Su Lang planned to learn "No Snow Feather", but this exercise will turn people's hair into 

white, which is not a side effect, and cannot be eliminated by vomiting the old one. 

Su Lang didn't want to bear a white hair, feeling very non-mainstream, and might face the danger of hair 

loss, so he hissed off. 

Finally, "Sword Breaks the Nine Extremes" is a great emperor-level sword technique. 

Just like Po Yi Jian, this is also a ‘One Sword Flow’ technique, which aims to be invincible at the emperor 

level with only one sword! 

In fact, there are other weapon exercises in Su Lang's combined exercises, all of which are available, and 

the moves are too cool. 

But Su Lang still chose this exercise. 

Because he felt that Po Yi Jian was about to keep up with the times, after deciding to practice this 

exercise method, he would perform the ‘source of the exercise method’ again, so that he could upgrade 

Po Yi Jian and make it even more powerful! 

Chapter 1393: Arrived in the world 

"Presumably "Sword Breaks the Nine Extremes" will definitely bring Po Yijian to the next level!" 

Su Lang imagined a bright future, and Xuan even placed the eight selected great emperor-level exercises 

on the Wushu villain. 

Suddenly, the eight martial arts villains worked hard to practice the exercises. 

"Next." 

"I just went to Zhetian Continent and Hongtian Continent to have a look." 

"However, it is necessary to take part of the combined fleet over, leaving a part to guard the nine 

resource stars." 

Su Lang made a plan and took Li Qijue and Ye Chen to Juduxing. 

Soon. 
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The nine quasi-great emperors Qingyang, Baizang, Zhu Ming, Xuanying, Changying, Mo Ge, Zhuyu, 

Jiuzhao, and Lafiti were left behind. 

They will lead part of the fleet, each guard a resource star, and guard the dark sky star to form a defense 

system. 

The rest of the fleet and half of the manpower were taken away by Su Lang into the universe of life. 

The world of obscuring sky is not too far from the world of dark sky, at least in the eyes of the emperor-

level existence. 

So upholding the principle of proximity, Su Lang decided to go to cover the world first. 

"Clone dispatch!" 

With a thought, Su Lang dispatched all the clones. 

Then more than 70 clones became more than 7,000 clones, paved the way for Su Lang to reach the 

world of heaven. 

After a few minutes. 

Su Lang crossed hundreds of thousands of light-years to reach the vicinity of the Obscuring Star. 

Ta Ta Ta. 

He paced in the air, looking down at the huge sky-shielding star. 

The world of Zhetian is very peculiar. It consists of a huge brown planet and a white satellite. 

The Obscuring Star was three times larger than the Canglan Continent and could not be compared to the 

Dark Sky Star. 

Moreover, the star of the sky was mutilated, covering an endless wound of the world. 

But in such a world, why can a great emperor like Li Qijue and many martial emperors be born? 

The main reason is that white satellite. 

This moon is called the Holy Moon, and its size is about the same as that of Canglan Star, and it is as big 

as the solar system. 

The Holy Moon is a complete planet, it has not experienced trauma! 

Therefore, it is relatively easier to practice in the Holy Moon, from the realm of Martial God to the realm 

of Emperor Wu, it is easier to cultivate than in other worlds. 

The Holy Moon has become the most important place in the Zhetian Continent, no less than the Zhetian 

Star itself. 

Even the Holy Moon is still the place where the high-level warriors of the world of Zhetian live. 

Only martial artists above the Martial Saint level can live permanently on the Holy Moon. 



Martial artists below the Martial Saint level can only live on the Sky-shielding Star, and then accumulate 

resources to occasionally visit the Holy Moon World. 

Become a Wusheng-level powerhouse and obtain the right of permanent residence in the Holy Moon, 

which is called "Ascension" in the world of Zhetian! 

Ascending to live in the holy moon is the dream of all low-level creatures in the world. 

It can be said that it is the Holy Moon that has created the mighty and prosperous world of the sky. 

Without the Holy Moon, it is very likely that there will be no great emperor-level powerhouse in the 

Zhetian Continent. 

But the existence of Holy Moon also brings a disadvantage. 

That is, almost everyone wants to ascend to the holy moon, it is difficult to have the idea of repairing 

the sky-shielding star. 

Especially when it is too difficult to repair the Heaven-shielding Star, and even the Emperor Level feels 

very difficult, there is no one to repair the Heaven-shielding Star. 

Although Li Qijue had the consciousness to mend the sky star, he was not strong. 

He spends more time practicing and earning money. 

This has caused Li Qijue to reach the Great Emperor level for tens of millions of years, and the Heaven-

shielding Star has not been repaired much. 

but. 

Now that Su Lang arrives, everything is different. 

In Su Lang's eyes, the obscuring star must be repaired. 

Because he had seen the dark sky star after the repair. 

The wounds of the repaired world, although still imperfect, still contain many twisted rules. 

But after tens of millions of years, it has become enough for the creatures to adapt! 

Many cities in the Dark Sky World are built on repaired wounds of the world. These cities provide a large 

population and are of great benefit to the development of the world. 

If the world of Zhetian is repaired, there will be more people in the future. 

With the population base and the existence of the Holy Moon, the world of Zhetian will surely become 

one of the best existences in the Great Emperor-class planet! 

Restoring the sky-shielding star is nothing short of great merit for the present and future generations! 

Chapter 1394: Seven thousand three hundred emperor-level clones 

"It just happens that I have accumulated a lot of ordinary land, which can completely fill the world 

wound covering the sky." 
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"However, before repairing the planet, I have to use Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms to turn this place 

into my territory." 

"Otherwise, it will definitely cause a lot of turbulence and even cause great losses." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and soon dispatched all the clones. These clones maintained the Baiying clones, 

and the number was 7,300! 

The strength of the clone and incarnation is the same as that of Su Lang. 

At this time, Su Lang has the strength of the Six Great Emperors, and the clones are the same, even if 

they are divided into a hundred shadow clones, they also have the strength of the Four Great Emperors! 

In other words. 

Now the entire Zhetian world, including the Zhetian Star and Holy Moon, has been surrounded by 7,300 

Great Emperor Levels! 

Over 7,000 Great Emperor Level! 

What a terrifying number! 

So Su Lang let the clones hide their breath, otherwise they would have to scare countless creatures to 

death instantly! 

at this time. 

Seeing that all the clones were in place, Su Lang released Li Qijue and Ye Chen. 

These two guys need to heal their injuries, let them illuminate the ears of the Illuminating Light by the 

way, and they will recover faster. 

After accepting the salute from Li Qijue and Ye Chen. 

Su Lang immediately let the clones activate Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms! 

On the star of the sky and the holy month, people are practising the exercises, refining tools and 

alchemy as usual... 

Suddenly! 

boom! 

Seven thousand three hundred suns appeared instantly, and the bright light directly illuminated the 

entire star field! 

All the creatures in the world covering the sky only feel that their eyes are white, as if they are blinded 

by the light, they can't see anything! 

At this moment, not only their eyes are blank, but their minds are also blank! 

No one knows what happened! 

Immediately after. 



An extremely comfortable feeling came, making people wonder and even groan. 

"My God, what kind of light is this? I'm so comfortable!" 

"Ah, so cool, I feel that my cultivation speed is accelerating!" 

"My mental power seems to have become stronger, and I have inexplicably refined the best pill that far 

exceeds expectations!" 

"I practiced hard for a hundred years without breaking through the exercises, but I broke through!" 

"Everyone has benefited. Is this a gift from the Heavenly Emperor of Peerless Man?" 

"No, it's not the emperor of heaven. I sensed another great existence. He is the lord of everything. His 

incarnation spreads all over the world. He has blessed the creatures of the world. He is His Majesty 

Langdi!" 

"Your Majesty Langdi, oh, I swear, I never expected that there would be such a great person in the 

world!" 

"Yes, it's much greater than the Heavenly Emperor, who only knows to levy our spirit jade fairy stone." 

"Worship the great Langdi!" 

"..." 

The weak, who occupy most of the world’s population, fell instantly. They abandoned what they were 

doing and knelt on the ground in prayer! 

Some experts have seen the trap behind comfort! 

It's a pity that in the hands of more than seven thousand Great Emperors, they can't make any waves. 

"No, this is a way to confuse!" 

"Weird, too weird, I can't resist at all, ah, so comfortable!" 

"No, I don't need these lights, I...I...meet the great Majesty Langdi!" 

"The emperor of the emperor can help...only emperor of the emperor...the emperor of emperor is 

nothing, this is the holy land of His Majesty Lang!" 

"..." 

In a short period of time, even the Wudi level masters have fallen. 

The quasi-great emperors who stayed behind persisted for dozens of seconds, and immediately 

surrendered! 

So far. 

The entire Zhetian world is under Su Lang's control! 

"With the Lord's blessing." 



Li Qijue said with great excitement, "Zhetian world will definitely become stronger and more 

prosperous!" 

"Yes!" 

Ye Chen was envious of Li Qijue, "I really want Hongtian World to be blessed by the Lord." 

"Haha." 

"I will go to Fuze Hongtianxing when the obscuring star is repaired." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and immediately penetrated the atmosphere of the obscuring star and came 

under the sea of clouds. 

Suspended in the air. 

Su Lang overlooks the earth that obscures the sky, most of which are brown continents, and a small part 

are black and red world wounds. 

With a move, Su Lang came to the sky above the wound of the world. 

Soon after, he opened the storage space! 

Chapter 1395: Come to me and enjoy the blessing! 

"go with!" 

Su Lang thought, countless lands appeared out of thin air! 

These lands were derived from the Great Emperor-level lost planets that happened near the world of 

Dongzheng, and there were so many lands. 

At this moment. 

Countless lands were taken out by Su Lang and put into the wounds of the world. 

But because the world’s wounds are full of distorted rules, the rules of gravity are extremely severely 

affected. 

Therefore, these lands are like large chunks of foam floating on the surface of the water, and they 

cannot sink! 

Su Lang immediately recruited more than 7,000 clones and forced the land to the bottom of the wound 

of the world! 

Soon, the edge of the wound of the world was filled with a new piece of land. 

Time passed quickly. 

With the help of more than 7,000 Great Emperor-level clones, Su Lang successfully filled all the wounds 

in the World of Covering the Sky! 

"His Majesty Langdi is mighty!" 

Seeing this scene, Li Qijue and Ye Chen, who came right behind Su Lang, couldn't help but worship again. 
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There are also a large number of powerful people on the Heaven-shielding Star and Holy Moon who 

have discovered the changes of the Heaven-shielding Star, and sincerely worship Su Lang. 

In such a short time. 

It actually condensed a very terrifying incense aspiration. 

Su Lang didn't want to mess with him for the time being, so he casually refined some incense statues 

and asked Li Qijue to arrange the incense collection system. . 

Li Qijue himself was also a master at playing incense, and he was very proficient in this, and soon put 

down the statue of Su Lang. 

"Zhetian World's population far exceeds the sum of Canglan Star and Jingtian Star." 

"When I need to use the incense, I must have saved a lot!" 

"Once the side effects are eliminated from this thing in the future, it will definitely be the most defying 

energy. Now, the more we collect, the better!" 

Su Lang thought about it, and simply refined a lot of incense statues! 

This time, he planned to cover all his statues with the Dark Sky Star, the Nine Resource Stars, and the 

Heavenly Remnant planets. 

Anyway, there is a avatar dispatch function, and sending a avatar will be done soon! 

then. 

Su Lang handed the statue to the clones and dispatched it to the target world. 

Soon, the avatars were covered with incense statues on 13 planets including Antian, Lanling, 

Judu...Tiancan, Dongzhen, Jijun. 

As for the complete arrangement of the incense system, the Wudi who guarded the world will complete 

it together. 

There is no shortage of masters left by Su Lang at the Quasi-Great Emperor level, and these things are 

equally easy! 

After thirteen planets were covered with incense statues, Su Lang did not stop there. 

Because he also knows many worlds that he has not occupied. 

Including deviance, Jingxu, Yuhan, and the world of Liuying and Cuilei where the old acquaintances of 

Gengtian Road are located. 

"In the dangerous'dark forest' of the endless universe, these worlds are in danger all the time." 

"Instead of letting them live in the flames of war in the future, it is better to protect them and make 

them safe and secure." 

Su Lang pondered, and decided to include those five worlds in his asylum area. 



He was very clear about the coordinates of the five worlds of Deviance, and he sent a clone directly. 

The distance between the emperor-level planets is often not as far as between the great emperor-level 

planets, generally less than 100,000 light-years. 

quickly. 

Su Lang's avatars arrived in the world of deviance, and then unfolded the Hundred Shadow avatars, 

displayed the light of the world, and assimilated the entire world! 

The rest of Jingxu, Yuhan and other worlds were also brought into control by Su Lang. 

What is surprising is that from the rulers of these five worlds, Su Lang got the coordinates of three more 

worlds, so he sent a clone to occupy them! 

So far, Su Lang has eight more worlds under his command, bringing the total to 22 worlds! 

Tasting the sweetness, Su Lang asked Li Qijue and Ye Chen to tell the world coordinates they knew. 

From the two of them, Su Lang once again obtained the coordinates of eighteen worlds. 

It contains fifteen emperor-class planets and three emperor-class planets. 

The rulers of those three great planets and Ye Chen Li Qijue are all acquainted, and they are people in 

the same circle. 

The last time Li Qijue went to join the Zong Lian Heng Lian Gang to meet up with Wu Bo Ruo, these were 

the people he was looking for. 

"Since it is your old knowledge." 

"Then let them come to me to enjoy the blessing." 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and immediately decided to bring all the eighteen planets under 

control. 

If others say that, it is definitely a high-sounding voice. 

But Su Lang's words are completely okay. On the contrary, they are telling the truth. 

This can be seen from the southern continent of Canglan Star alone. 

Seeing the big from the small, it can be foreseen that the world controlled by Su Lang will have a better 

future. 

Chapter 1396: Finally, I found it! 

"It's an honor for them to be a servant of the Lord!" 

"Only under the leadership of the Lord can their world prosper and last forever!" 

"The Lord must be the greatest existence in the boundless universe, and will help them not far from 

hundreds of thousands of light years away!" 

"..." 
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Ye Chen and Li Qijue smiled and offered nasty flattery. 

"Ok!" 

Su Lang touched his chin and smiled, "When I accept Hongtian World, I will take those eighteen worlds 

to a better future." 

Next. 

Su Lang planned to leave Li Qijue to guard the Heaven-shielding Star, and took Ye Chen to Hong 

Tianxing. 

But at this moment. 

"what!?" 

He suddenly changed his expression, and his eyes flashed like thunder: "The Thousand-Phase Clan blood 

that the person who returned from the exile found it?" 

In a flash. 

Su Lang used perception sharing and shared the perception of flying flying flying strays all the time. 

Suddenly, the picture before him changed. 

I saw a strange nebula in the dark void. 

This cluster of nebulae is like a mottled yellow-brown dye painted on a black canvas, covered with one 

layer, forming a cage-shaped barrier. 

And outside the Nebula Barrier, there are more than a dozen strong men under siege! 

Looking at the power between his actions, at least the quasi-emperor level, the strongest are two 

emperor levels, a second great emperor, and a sixth great emperor! 

"My fork, is it so common at the Great Emperor level?" 

Su Lang murmured secretly, "I'll find someone to meet two great emperors?" 

And he guessed that the person hiding behind the barrier must also be a great emperor, or else there 

would be no way to stop the opponent's siege! 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang used his clone to dispatch and replace, and came to the vicinity of the battlefield. 

The besieger seemed to be very serious, and didn't even notice the arrival of Su Lang. 

Standing in the void, Su Lang's gaze swept over the dozens of people who were constantly attacking. 

It's a pity that these people are not Qianxiang clan, but come from various intelligent races. 

The two great emperors and the six great emperors came from the Cicada Dragon clan and the Wuya 

clan respectively, and their names were Yuan Longlie and Yi Jin. 



"Cicada Dragon Race!?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, "Even with a dragon character?" 

The concept of dragon is absent in the more than twenty worlds under Su Lang, only Blue Star has this 

concept. 

And where is Blue Star? 

It is the core fragment of the boundless world! 

Therefore, Su Lang once speculated that the dragon should be a super creature living in the core of the 

boundless world, which is by no means known to ordinary people! 

And now, there is a race that takes dragons as their lives! 

Su Lang, who has the ability to speak and write, will never pay attention to wrong ideas! 

Moreover, Su Lang really felt a peculiar pressure from that Yuan Longlie. 

"This cicada dragon clan is not easy." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, "However, no matter how simple it is, it can't stop me from 

searching for the three of Chu Xiaobei." 

at this time. 

Click! ! 

Under the siege of more than a dozen strong men, that piece of nebula barrier cracked and began to 

shatter in layers! 

"fast!" 

"Call me all!" 

Yuan Longlie showed excitement and shouted loudly. 

When everyone heard the words, various powerful attacks broke out, speeding up the collapse of the 

Nebula Barrier. 

It seemed that this Yuan Longlie was the one leading, and the Six Great Emperor actually obeyed his 

command. 

Two great emperors and a dozen quasi-majestic attacks quickly caused Nebula to collapse to the final 

level. 

Click! 

In an instant, even the last layer was broken! 

Through the fissure, you can see a gray-clothed boy sitting cross-legged inside. 

"Yuan Longlie, you hybrid snake, smelly rice field eel!" 



The gray-clothed boy yelled at the people outside, "Even if I die, I won't give you the coordinates of the 

master!" 

"Gu Linge, I don't need you to say it." 

Yuan Longlie sneered, "Anyway, as long as I catch you, your master will definitely jump out!" 

Void in the distance. 

Su Lang looked at the gray-clothed boy and couldn't help but twitch. 

Finally, I found it! 

Chapter 1397: Gu Lingge 

At this time, Su Lang's eyes appeared in front of the gray-clothed boy's attribute panel. 

[Name]: Gu Linge 

[Race]: Thousands of Phases 

[Qualification Level]: Unparalleled (infinite tires) 

[Realm level]: Three Great Emperors 

[Attack level]: Three Great Emperor + 

[Defensive Level]: Three Great Emperor + 

[Shenfa Level]: Three Great Emperor + 

[Endurance Level]: Three Great Emperor + 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Broken Nirvana 

[Mastering Techniques]: Good Fortune Heart Sutra, Emperor Lianjing Sutra (Great Emperor level, 

Xiaocheng) Benzhao Kongyan Lingjing (Great Emperor level, Xiaocheng), Shadow Tour Magic Sky Axis 

(Emperor Level, Consummation)... 

Gu Linge. 

It was the blood of the immortal clan that the Great Emperor had taken away from the Qianxiang clan 

when he was exiled! 

"Special qualifications infinite track tires?" 

"Perhaps this is why he was selected and taken away." 

"The exercises this guy is practicing are not very powerful, but his combat power is half a small level 

higher than his own level. It seems that his physique is really extraordinary." 

Su Lang looked at Gu Linge's property panel and nodded slightly. 

Immediately he looked at the broken nebula barrier, which was a defense formed by the Great 

Emperor's soldiers, which was completely broken at this time. 
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"Gu Linge, come over to Lao Tzu!" 

Yuan Longlie sneered, "Although I won't kill you, but...hey, the suffering of flesh and blood is inevitable!" 

"Hybrid snake, you have the ability to withdraw from your subordinates, and fight with my justice!" 

Gu Linge took in the broken Great Emperor's soldiers with a cold expression and fixed his eyes on Yuan 

Longlie. 

"Justice is fighting?" 

"Do you treat me as a fool?" 

Yuan Longlie sneered, "Strength is everything in this world, fairness? Just kid's stuff!" 

"A guy with bad views!" 

Gu Linge gritted his teeth and growled angrily. 

"It's ridiculously naive!" 

Yuan Longlie sneered again and again, "Old Yi, grab him!" 

"Yes, master!" 

The Sixth Great Emperor Yi Lao from the Wuya Clan nodded and rushed towards Gu Linge blankly. 

"It's over!" 

Gu Lingge's fingers trembled slightly, his expression pale! 

Not to mention that he has escaped here and is exhausted, even if he is in his heyday, it is impossible to 

cross three small realms against the enemy! 

In fact, he himself is not afraid of death, and he is afraid that Yuan Longlie and others will get the 

location of the master from himself and harm the master. 

Between thoughts flickering. 

Elder Yi had arrived within three feet of Gu Linge, and his skinny black hand slammed his neck. 

See this scene. 

Yuan Longlie couldn't help but smile, and the other quasi-great emperors also breathed a sigh of relief. 

But at this moment! 

"Seal the sky with one thought." 

A faint voice came from a distance, whispering seemingly powerful moves. 

Yuan Longlie and the others were shocked in an instant, but they found that there was no change in the 

field, and their faces suddenly appeared astonished and weird. 

suddenly! 



"what!?" 

A scream came from Yi Lao! 

Everyone followed the sound and saw Yi Lao standing behind the bewildered Gu Linge, his face full of 

incredible expression! 

"what's up?" 

Yuan Longlie's eyes widened, and he asked uncertainly, "Old Yi, I asked you to catch Gu Linge, why are 

you running behind him?" 

"Master!" 

"I saw what happened!" 

A quasi-great emperor said with a trembling, "Lao Yi just passed through Gu Linge's body directly, as if it 

were an illusory shadow!" 

"what!?" 

"Go straight through Gu Linge's body, so weird!?" 

Yuan Longlie was not stupid, and immediately exclaimed, "Gu Linge himself can never do such an 

incredible thing, there must be someone helping him!" 

This statement came out. 

Everyone in the field suddenly became vigilant, guarding the surroundings. 

Immediately after. 

I saw a handsome man with long hair and deep clothes flying slowly from a distance. 

It is Su Lang! 

"who!?" 

When Yuan Longlie saw Su Lang, his pupils suddenly shrank, because he found that he could not 

understand the strength of the opponent at all. 

Obviously quasi-emperor-level fluctuations are spilling on his body, but his aura is stronger than his own 

personal old servant! 

Gu Linge, who inexplicably escaped the catch of Old Yi, was pleasantly surprised. 

"An unfathomable emperor! He is here to save me!" 

Gu Linge's face was excited, and the feeling of coming to life from a desperate situation was really 

exciting. 

Just now, he suddenly discovered that everything in his field of vision had turned grayish white, and 

immediately saw Yi Lao pass through his body. 



At first he thought it was Yi Lao's weird secret technique, but after returning to his senses, he realized 

that he had been saved. 

Chapter 1398: Scared a quasi-great to death! 

"Who came from?" 

"You dare to intervene in the affairs of our Cicada Dragon Clan, don't you fear death?" 

Elder Yi immediately returned to Yuan Longlie's side, staring at Su Lang with great fear. 

"Are you cicada dragons very powerful?" 

"Dare to ask if there is a great emperor in the clan? How many are there at the emperor level?" 

Su Lang came close with his hands behind his back, with a calm expression, and asked slowly. 

"Humph!" 

"Where did the **** come from? We don't even know about the Cicada Dragon clan. He is really 

shallow!" 

"Master Yuan, I will tell you today that our Cicada Dragon clan has the bloodline of Shenlong, and it is 

the strongest emperor clan with the strongest cantilever!" 

"Furthermore, there is a great emperor in our clan serving as elders in the Void Cult, and there is more 

than one!" 

Yuan Longlie shouted expressionlessly, "If you are more acquainted, you should retreat immediately, 

and we can forget the blame!" 

In fact, Yuan Longlie has never been such a talkative person. If someone provokes him a little, he will pay 

back ten thousand times. 

Those who dared to intervene in his affairs with Yuan Longlie never end well. 

But he is not stupid, knowing that it is not appropriate to provoke the unfathomable Su Lang at this 

time, so he didn't even say to make Su Lang apologize, just let Su Lang retreat. 

In Yuan Longlie's view, if he moved out of his own race and relationship, Su Lang would definitely 

retreat. 

But something unexpected happened to him. 

Su Lang not only didn't retreat, but sneered, "Let me retreat? The people who should be acquainted are 

you, right?" 

"Your Excellency insists on enmity with us?" 

Old Yi said in a sullen voice, the fear in his eyes grew stronger. 

The opponent is not only unfathomable in strength, but also seems to have a particularly strong 

background, so he is not even afraid of the Cicada Dragon! 
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"Ha ha." 

"Am I enmity with you? You have no qualifications." 

Su Lang smiled coldly, "Don't talk nonsense, do you guys go by yourself, or do I do it myself?" 

As soon as the voice fell, it really bluffed Yi Lao and others. 

The gray-clothed boy Gu Linge's eyes were shining, and he was extremely excited, saying that I have met 

a super noble person! 

suddenly. 

"You nameless person, really arrogant!" 

Yuan Longlie waved the talisman in his hand with a sneer on his face, "I just contacted my parents and 

generations, Xinghai Dayu does not have yours at all. Who are you the boss?" 

Hear this. 

Gu Lingge's expression of excitement suddenly solidified, and a series of question marks rose in his 

head! 

"It turns out to be an unknown person!" 

"Fortunately, I also treat you as a character!" 

Old Yi's face was blue and red, "After all, how do you want to die, little bastard!?" 

"Ugh." 

"What's wrong with not being famous? Does not being famous mean not having strength?" 

Su Lang shrugged helplessly, "If this is the case, then I will let you see my strength." 

The voice fell off. 

Su Lang directly used the clone dispatch. 

Yes, it was dispatched by the clone, and Yuan Longlie was not qualified to let him use the Devouring 

clone. 

As soon as the clones were dispatched, seventy-three Six Great Emperor clones came and surrounded 

the crowd! 

Rumble! 

The breath of terror instantly filled the entire void. 

Yuan Longlie and others' sarcasm and disdain, their expressions of anger and anger suddenly solidified! 

Gu Lingge was stunned, his eyes were about to fall out! 

Summon seventy-three emperor ranks instantly! ? 



Each one is the rank of Six Great Emperor! ? 

But this is not over yet. 

A scene that everyone has never seen in a lifetime appeared! 

Among the seventy-three great emperors, thirty-seven great emperors suddenly changed into three 

thousand seven hundred great emperors! 

A full four-figure emperor is suspended in the void, surrounded by Yuan Longlie and others, without 

dripping water! 

At a glance, it is all the existence of the Great Emperor! 

A terrifying great emperor just suspended there, letting the void twist and fold it! 

"Goooo!" 

Yi Lao's shriveled mouth swallowed hard. 

"Gluck!" 

Yuan Longlie's teeth were trembling constantly, his body was stiff, and he did not listen at all. 

"Hiss~!!!" 

"Such as... so many emperor ranks!" 

"I'm afraid I won't see so many great emperor ranks for a hundred lives!" 

Gu Linge took a cold breath and trembles slightly, but he was excited instead of fear and despair. 

Chapter 1399: I'm willing to do anything, okay! 

As for those quasi-great emperors, they rolled their eyes and passed out. 

There was even a quasi-great emperor who fell in love with him and died directly! 

For the quasi-great emperor, the aura of a great emperor was unbearable, and the aura of more than 

three thousand great emperors could really kill people! 

Immediately after. 

Yuan Longlie, Yi Lao, and Gu Lingge discovered another thing that made people think about it. 

That is, every great emperor is exactly like that handsome man with long hair and deep clothes! 

Are these all clones? 

Including the first man who appeared, they were all clones of an unknown mysterious existence! ? 

Even the clone is the Six Great Emperor, how strong is that deity! ? 

"Woohoo!" 

"Big...big...sir, I was wrong, I know it was wrong!" 
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Yuan Longlie directly knelt down, shaking like chaff! 

Seeing this, Yi Lao next to him immediately knelt down: "Honorable sir, we are blind and do not know 

Mount Tai, please, my lord, please spare us once!" 

"Yes...Yes, please go around us once." 

"I...I will let the elders in the clan give the elders satisfactory compensation!" 

Yuan Longlie's tongue was knotted and he was so scared that he could hardly speak clearly. 

The two of them knelt in front of Su Lang and kept kowtow, no longer the arrogance and domineering 

they had before. 

"Ha ha." 

"I didn't want to kill people originally." 

"After all, a great man once said that being a man is to make more friends and fewer enemies." 

"But, you actually call me! You call me a little bastard!?" 

Su Lang raised his chin and looked down at the two with his eyelids hanging, "I can't bear this!" 

"what!?" 

"Senior, I know I was wrong, please forgive me once!" 

"I am willing to do everything, I really want to do everything!" 

Yuan Longlie was so scared that he almost fainted. 

"Anything? Okay!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and said at the moment of surprise for Yuan Longlie, "Then you go to death!" 

The voice just fell. 

One of Su Lang's avatar moved his finger, and his sword aura penetrated Yuan Longlie's head straight! 

"Ding! You get the Soul of the Great Emperor*1, Daojing of the Great Emperor*1, Life Universe*1, 

Superior Xianyuan*14523689..." 

Yuan Longlie couldn't even make a scream before he died. 

Elder Yi on the side should have desperately protected Yuan Longlie, but his hands and feet were soft 

and he didn't have any courage to resist! 

A grandiose six great emperor, just like an ordinary old man, without a trace of resistance! 

Su Lang looked at the old man: "Yijin, I have some questions for you to answer." 

"Yes...Senior, please ask!" 

Yi Jin didn't know how Su Lang knew his name. This strange method made him even more frightened. 



"First, everything you know about the power distribution of the Xinghai domain!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly and said, "Second, the most detailed information of the Void Teaching." 

"Yes!" 

"Regarding the power distribution of the Xinghai domain, the villain has a detailed star map." 

"And Xukongjiao... is actually an organization created by the joint efforts of many powerful races. The 

power is very large, but it is relatively loose. The specific records are in this jade slip." 

Trembling, Yi Jin took out two jade slips and presented them to Su Lang respectfully. 

Su Lang took two jade slips and swept them away with mental energy, and it became clear immediately. 

The Xinghai area is divided into twelve cantilevers, one for each of Zi, Chou, Yin, Mao, Chen, Si, Wu, Wei, 

Shen, You, Xu, and Hai. 

There are a large number of planets on each cantilever, which breeds countless creatures. 

The planets closer to the center of the Xinghai Region are generally stronger, with few exceptions. 

The Cicada Dragon Clan is located on the Cicada Dragon Star near the center, and is famous for the 

power of the dragon flowing through its blood. 

It can be said that Cicada Dragon is the most powerful planet on the cantilever of Maozhi. There is more 

than one Nine Great Emperor in the clan, and there is even more quasi-superior-level existence! 

The strongest forces on the cantilevers of the remaining star fields are also roughly the same. 

The Void Sect was formed by the strongest forces of the six cantilevers: Zi, Chou, Yin, Mao, Chen, and Si. 

And the other six cantilevers formed a camp of their own, establishing the Palace of Dependent 

Origination, fighting against the Void Sect. 

There are six quasi-superior emperor-level powerhouses on the inside of the void teaching, and the rest 

of the emperor-level powerhouses don't know how many. 

In short. 

Void Teaching is very, very strong! 

Chapter 1400: The First Test of the Great Emperor Sutra 

"not bad." 

"I will ask you one last question." 

After reading the two jade slips, Su Lang's voice suddenly became a little weird, "Yi Jin, do you want to 

live?" 

"miss you!" 

"The villain thank you..." 
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Yi Jin's action of buckling his gratitude stopped abruptly, and he had become a dead man! 

"Ding! You got the Soul of the Great Emperor*1, Daojing of the Great Emperor*1, Life Universe*1, and 

the Superior Xianyuan*11231542..." 

just now. 

Su Lang cast the Great Emperor Sutra, Yi Jin responded, so he died! 

"Tsk tsk." 

"The Scriptures of the Great Emperor should be really easy to use. It is completely overwhelming." 

Su Lang nodded in satisfaction, and immediately asked the clones to solve those quasi-great emperors. 

"hiss--!!" 

Not far away, Gu Linge saw this scene and couldn't help feeling a deep fear! 

In his eyes, Su Lang didn't do anything, and Yi Jin was obviously good, but he suddenly died the next 

moment. The unknown method was really mysterious and weird! 

"Gu Linge." 

"Infinite tires, not bad." 

Su Lang took all the clones and turned to look at Gu Linge. 

"The younger generation pays homage to the senior, and thank you for saving his life!" 

Gu Linge knelt down and kowtowed very acquaintedly, "The junior is willing to go through fire and water 

for the seniors, and form a ring of grass!" 

Although he was surprised that Su Lang said about his special physique, he felt it was reasonable. 

After all, people can even do the unimaginable things like having more than 3,000 emperor-level 

clones... 

"I'm not going around the gate." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "I saved you because I was looking for your master." 

"Look for my master!?" 

Gu Linge's expression was stagnant, and his mouth closed suddenly. 

"what happened?" 

"Is your master shameless?" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and he smiled, "Yuan Longlie and the others were looking for 

your master before, and they even arrested you for threats, so that your master might come out." 

"Senior joked." 



Gu Lingge hesitated, "Master, he is not very convenient now..." 

"Finished." 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, "Do you think I look like a bad person? You have to believe me!" 

Gu Linge's mouth twitched, and he wondered if it was a bad person. Anyway, he would kill the emperor 

without blinking his eyes. 

"My patience is limited, just say it." 

Su Lang frowned slightly, and said impatiently, "Otherwise, I will turn you into a puppet. I won't know 

everything by then." 

"Yes!" 

Gu Linge sighed in his heart, and said, "Master, he was injured in the battle, and he was temporarily 

hidden." 

"War? Injured?" 

Su Lang was surprised, "How can your master fight with others and get hurt?" 

"Master respected him for revenge." 

"He is a super genius with extraordinary qualifications. It is a pity that he was too popular when he was 

young and was persecuted and left to exile." 

Gu Linge said slowly, "After returning, Master has a strong strength, so he sought revenge from those 

enemies back then..." 

From Gu Linge's narration. 

Su Lang heard the return of a strong man, killing the Quartet, invincible, not surrendering, and finally 

encountered a strong enemy, losing to the injured story. 

That powerful enemy is the Cicada Dragon! 

In the battle with the Cicada Dragon clan, the opponent moved out the boss of the Void Cult, so that Gu 

Lingge's master almost fell and had to flee. 

The Cicada Dragon Clan did not give up, and sent many troops to pursue it. 

Yuan Longlie and the group were one of them. They were lucky to find Gu Linge, but they encountered 

Su Lang unfortunately. 

Then, the next thing happened. 

"Where is your master hiding now?" 

Su Lang said lightly, "I want to ask him some questions." 

"I can take seniors." 

Gu Linge nodded heavily. 



He also has his own plans. 

The senior in front of him was very mysterious and powerful, and even the clone was the Six Great 

Emperor. 

But Gu Lingge and Master, he is in a very dangerous situation. They will be found by Yuan Longlie today, 

and maybe another group will find them tomorrow. 

Hidden is not a solution after all, you have to find ways to break the game! 

And the senior in front of him is the hope of breaking the game! 

That's why Gu Linge agreed and took Su Lang to find his master. 

At this time. 

"I don't need you to take me over." 

Su Lang smiled and said, "Your speed is too slow. Tell me where your master is, and I will go straight." 

 


